Agenda

Wednesday, February 5, 2014
9:00 – 10:00
FLITE 405

9:00 FerrisConnect Update, Mary Holmes

9:15 Learning Technology at Ferris Statue University: Identify Purposes and Uses of Various Software, Groups

10:00 Adjourn

The next meeting is on Tuesday, March 25 from 3:30 - 5:00 in FLITE 405.

LTAB GOALS
The goals for 2013-2014 are two-fold:

**Goal 1:** In order for the Learning Technologies Advisory Board to be effective in supporting the integration and use of current and emerging learning technologies, we must understand what learning technologies we currently use and its purpose. This year, LTAB will conduct an inventory of current technologies to document and identify:

1. The name and purpose for each tool.
2. Usage statistics and/or a list of users.
3. Annual costs for each tool.
4. Document when the subscriptions (if any) are up for renewal.
5. The department / budget that pays the costs.

**Goal 2:** In addition to documenting the learning technologies we have, we must also communicate the system requirements needed for learning technologies to work for all students and faculty, including those who use assistive technologies. This year, LTAB will:

1. List the system requirements for current learning technologies.
2. Document if each technology is deemed accessible by the vendor.
3. Work with the Technology Standards committee:
   a. To ensure this information is listed on the Ferris website.
   b. To ensure this information is communicated in various methods regularly.